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Paradigmatic Frames from British Colonization to Today, and Beyond
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Abstract
This paper offers a template for understanding and analyzing racialization as a 
paradigm. Further, the template is applied to the North American case – an important 
one because it has endured and spread across the globe despite the enormous weight 
of scientific evidence against it. The fallacy of race (and in particular the North American 
origin Anglo variant) endures for two reasons. First, social agents seeking to gain or 
maintain power and control over paradigm-relevant resources benefit from reinvesting 
in pseudoscientific racial paradigms. Second, new science proving the fallacy of race is 
ignored because ignoring new paradigmatic science is in fact the way normal science 
operates. Thus, a paradigmatic analysis of race may help to explain why current social 
science approaches to the demise of racial thought may be ineffective. 
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1. Introduction
This paper offers a template for analyzing the structure of a racial paradigm. The 
template can be used in comparative historical analyses of racial paradigms, i.e., 
as a teaching tool, but also as a means for researching paradigmatic parts of racial 
thought. Analyses such as these aid in identifying the structure and function of racial 
paradigms, and allows researchers to investigate the processes that maintain and 
shore up antiquated racial thinking. After presenting the template for a racial paradigm, 
this paper then applies that template to an analysis of the Anglo (British origin) racial 
paradigm that was born in Europe but took root and matured in North America, later 
to be exported to and/or adopted by the brutal Nazi and Apartheid racial regimes. 
The paper ends with a brief discussion on the durability of paradigms and difficulties 
in vanquishing them, even if – as is this case – the science behind the paradigm has 
been refuted and denied more than a century ago.
 
Race is a system of human classification sorting humans into distinct “races” 
according to a constellation of physical, cognitive, and cultural traits believed to be 
hereditary, distinctive, and largely inescapable. Belief in the ability to scientifically 
categorize humans follows another belief: positivism, the idea that knowledge comes 
from scientific methods empirically applied to human behavior. Neither the validity of 
positivism’s ability to be used on humans as social animals, nor the scientific nature 
of racial distinctions can be proven to be factual, no matter how doggedly someone 
prefers behave as if it is so. 
Race is a set of superstitions and folk beliefs to which humans have applied scientific 
methods and then distributed around the world. Further, we like to think of race as natural 
and therefore “real”, simply because these are believed to be set at the time of one’s 
birth and unchanging. (In fact, one’s race can change rather easily.1) Unfortunately, 
there are social and natural scientists who still debate the verity of race and express 
belief in races and devote their careers to search for the evidence of the existence 
of race (Cremo and Thompson 1999).2 Further, racial thought prevails in large part 
because racial science shores it up. Racial science shores up the distinctions that 
comprise racial categories and the legal and public policies that dictate racial order. (For 
1 Note, for example, that migrants must adapt to new racial assignment all the time – Rodriguez and 
Cordero-Guzman explain this case for Puerto Ricans (1992) as I do for English-speaking Eastern 
Caribbean origin (Bashi 2007). Too, persons readily appealed to the South African apartheid regime 
to have their race changed when the government declared to be different from their close family 
members, or changed their race as they aged (Bowker and Star 2000).   
2 Michael Cremo and Richard Thompson, in The Hidden History of the Human Race (Cremo and 
Thompson 1999) show that falsehoods in anthropology and archeology continue to push the idea 
that (racial) divisions among humans exist and persist until today.
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example, the German Nazi regime employed and heavily relied upon North American 
racial science that informed them of exactly how some humans are unalterably inferior 
or superior to others, and thus it was explicitly incorporated into Nazi ideology and the 
structure of Nazi rule. Also, the creators of the apartheid rule of law in South Africa 
modeled their brutally unequal racial system on the punitive system of North American 
“Jim Crow” segregation.) 
I argue that it is scientifically useful to understand racialization paradigmatically, which 
will allow us to examine the particulars of racial structures (the components that are 
the building blocks of racial logic), study how they come to be widely accepted, and 
understand why and how they are maintained. Racial paradigms, like other paradigms, 
endure because they are infused with ideology that gains widespread support from a 
crucial core constituency, well after the latest science proved it to be false or to lack 
scientific basis. Two types of mechanisms help racial paradigms persist. First, agents 
reinforce the structure (or architecture) of the racial paradigm. Specifically and briefly 
(with further elaboration to come), agents adapt old and form new racial categories, 
(re)arranging them into hierarchies of varying human value, proferring greatest value 
to racial dominants who invest continually in the paradigm. Second, agents then 
reproduce and reinforce the political and cultural mechanisms that consolidate power 
and control over paradigm-relevant resources.3 
An analysis of racialization as it results from a paradigmatic focus is useful because 
it can help the scientific and other communities interested in making space for new 
knowledge understand the working parts of this long-ago discredited paradigm in 
order to overturn it. The lag in accepting new science that overturns and replaces 
the racialization paradigm is far from benign. Rather, this lag in accepting anti-racist 
3 Some social scientists believe that by continuing to write about and research racial issues we merely 
perpetuate the collective myth, thereby giving strength to the fallacious arguments of the latter group. 
While the weight of scientific research from the last 100 years and more shows race to be socially 
constructed, but not at all based in biology, genetics, or any other natural science, At Vincent Sarich, 
professor emeritus of anthropology at the University of California at Berkeley, and Frank Miele, 
senior editor of Skeptic magazine, remain stubbornly invested in the science of race. They disagree 
with each of the ten points (made by the Public Broadcasting System in their film series “Race, The 
Power of an Illusion” and also found on a page at the series’ companion site (PBS 2003) entitled “Ten 
Things Everyone Should Know About Race”: (1) Race is a modern idea; (2) Race has no genetic 
basis; (2) Human subspecies don’t exist; (4) Skin color really is only skin deep; (5) Most [genetic] 
variation is within not between “races”; (6) Slavery predates race; (7) Race and freedom evolved 
together; (8) Race justified social inequalities as natural; (9) Racism isn’t biological but racism is 
still real; (10) Colorblindness will not end racism. Sarich and Miele’s disagreement is remarkable, 
particularly when it is clear that the first eight points are matters of scientific fact. In their book, Race: 
The Reality of Human Differences (Sarich and Miele 2005, xi), they write, “we present the evidence 
we believe refutes the first eight points and explain why we reject points nine and ten, not only for 
economic but ethical reasons as well”. Sarich and Miele oppose the social constructionist position 
on race altogether, believing it is being used to justify “public policies based on racial privileges”, and 
suggest further that race is indeed “a valid biological concept”.
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knowledge is all the more costly and insidious precisely because it shores up white 
supremacy on a global scale. 
2. Template of Elements of a Racial Paradigm
For over 500 years, each new generation has been force fed the ideology and practice 
of continually sorting humans into races, shown that some humans are denigrated and 
others lauded, in ways that have consequences for lives lived and life chances. What 
could a comparative analysis of racial structures reveal about the way race is lived and 
relived on each continent? What are the characteristics that we should look for, world 
over, to identify it as a racial structure? 
Table 1: Elements of a Racial Paradigm
Racial Architecture Racial Politiculture
Categories
+
Hierarchy
Commonsense
+
Sanction
Source: Own elaboration.
I argue that two main elements that mark racial structures worldwide. The first is the 
architecture of race – sometimes I call these racial structures – made up of categories 
and hierarchies. I distinguish these from identities; these are after the fact internalized 
identities created by corrupting the denigrated racial labeling originally assigned 
to a group, and coming after and out of racialization. Categorization refers to the 
racialization process itself, whereby categories are straightforwardly developed and 
assigned according to a combination of phenotype and stereotype. (Because races are 
assigned by onlookers, they differ from identities, which are asserted and embraced.4 
For example, one may identify as mixed race, but in the United States the rule of 
4 Sociologists have a tradition of conflating race, ethnicity, and identity in qualitative research, and 
failing to acknowledge how race impinges on outcomes presumed to be “ethnic.” For example, 
when scientists asked respondents “What do you call yourself?” and treat the response as if it 
alone held inherent significance, absent of the social context of racism and ethnic ranking, and 
without acknowledgement that people hold racial and ethnic identities simultaneously (see Bashi 
1998).
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hypodescent – or “one drop rule” – would have others assign the “black” category 
instead; see Davis 2001.) 
The social context in which racial categories are interpreted is comprised of the politics 
and culture (or politiculture) that enables us to understand these categories. The 
politiculture is the second identifiable element of racial structures, and is itself made up 
of racial commonsense and racial sanctions. The commonsense is the body knowledge 
of racial assignment, categories, explains the logic of the hierarchy, the meaning of 
racial dominion over others, the meaning of inferiority. Racial commonsense sets 
the body of expectations for behavior of all the people in the hierarchy knowing what 
category someone is in. We aim to definitively make a racial assignment; it is then that 
we  can use the racial commonsense to guide the interaction between the assignor-
interrogator and persons racially assigned or interrogated until assignment might be 
determined (Kilomba 2008). 
Once racial assignment is made, the expectations for behaviors are established 
(and expected to be known by all parties); conversely, sanctions are established for 
transgressions in behavioral expectations. When loved ones say to you “Don’t bring 
home any [fill in the blank]” (i.e., meaning an undesirable ethnoracial type), you are 
being threatened with racial sanction. When you are warned not to walk in certain 
spaces in certain ways, in certain garb, at certain times of day, you are being told of 
racial sanctions that can accompany “wrong” racial behavior. Racial sanction is also 
found among the threats presumed to come in response to those nonwhites accused 
of “acting white”. But these can be extended to larger sanctioning processes, like 
unequal rates of racial detaining, arrest, deportation, sentencing, and in the historical 
systems of South African apartheid; German Nazism; or Jim Crow, Black Codes, or 
Slave Codes of the USA, each of these is a form of racial sanction.
Even if we did not sanction people according to our expectations of their racial 
behavior, racism would still exist. This is because racial categories are meaningful only 
in hierarchical relation to one another, and we therefore rank humans as soon as we 
put them in a racial category. Said another way, racial assignment does violence to the 
idea of human equality because the purpose of racial categorization is to differentially 
value humans such that some are marked as superior and others are inferior. 
Racial paradigms are always contested – even under racial dictatorship the harshest 
form of racial rule there was in the United States, the struggle against the paradigm 
was waged, and that struggle continues even under the system of racial hegemony 
that largely replaced racial dictatorship in the post-Civil Rights Movement era (Omi 
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and Winant 2014). The contest between anti-racist and racist elements often results 
in changes to racial rule, and compromises elements of the racial paradigm. Thus, 
there is no single paradigm - paradigms shift and change, and vary over history and 
geography. Indeed, in any one time, there may be global and local racial paradigms 
impinging on a single racial context. Think, for example, of an immigrant familiar with 
one paradigm in her country of origin, being judged differently in the post-migration 
destination where a different racial paradigm applies, while having had to contend with 
a border crossing system that ranked her national origin in a global hierarchy of racial 
states (Rodriguez and Cordero-Guzman 1992; Bashi 2004, 2007; Grosfoguel 1999). 
Up to this point in the paper I presented the reader with a template for understanding 
racial paradigms. It may be usefully applied to analyzing how racial commonsense 
and sanctions are applied to hierarchically arranged racial categories and together 
comprise a particular historically- or geographically-specific racial paradigm. In the 
coming section I apply this template toward understanding the development of the 
racial paradigm that took over North America and employed in racial regimes across 
the globe.
3. A Historical Analysis of White Supremacist Racialization 
Race was an English social experiment in domination that was tried in several settings 
but was not perfected until English racemakers reached North American shores and 
had (what they in the end named “black”) African bodies upon which to experiment. By 
the late mid-1700s the British had managed to create a system of racial categories (that 
at least included “white,” “Negro,” and “Indian” but sometimes were interchangeable 
with the colors white, black, and red); a hierarchy (based on the premise of systematic 
white male supremacy that was now divorced from property ownership but did not 
require redistribution of property to those made newly white); and a racial politiculture 
that designated systems for distributing knowledge about the new racial rules, and a 
means for punishing those persons who refused to live by the rules of racial delineation 
(including the imposition of anti-miscegenation rules that somehow allowed for 
nonconsensual sexual relations with women of color and punishments for consensual 
relations with white women who dared to cross the newly drawn color lines). When 
“white” is fully formed as the category at the hierarchy’s topmost position, race is 
systematic, paradigmatic, and unmistakably of this white supremacist variant that was 
codified in North America.
While the template presented in the preceding section may be used to study any racial 
regime in time and space, in this paper I employ it to examine and analyze the case 
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of a particular evolving racial paradigm that began with British colonization but was 
established fully only after migrating to North America. (The Spanish and Portuguese 
racial paradigms differed from the white supremacist Anglo variant that took root in 
colonial North America, particularly in their treatment of admixture, and whether an 
individual could transfer out of the assignment one was given at birth to a different 
racial category.) As a case this Anglo-North American variant has important qualities 
that give it great sociohistorical significance, particularly in the way it traveled and 
remained durable over centuries, adapting to the socioeconomic needs of different 
sites and times. It was first formulated in Europe (under Irish colonization), a second 
model was rooted in the English conquest of North American native peoples, and a 
third variant took hold in African slaveholding North America. Once fully formed, this 
white supremacist paradigm was explicitly appropriated as heavy-handed racial rule 
elsewhere in the globe, specifically (as noted), in Nazi-controlled Germany and under 
South Africa’s apartheid regime.
As noted, the first iteration of this Anglo-centric racial paradigm was born as the 
English colonized Ireland. The English invaded Ireland in 1169 and by 1200 controlled 
it (except for a few scattered clans who could not be conquered). The English despised 
the Irish for their nomadic and pastoral culture (which relied upon animal herds and 
collective land use); by contrast, the English had long depended on acknowledged land 
boundaries and farming with very ordered social relations that had become increasingly 
hierarchical in class terms – the propertied lorded over the property-less.
Until 1534, the English were Catholics just as the Irish were. The Church of England 
broke away from Catholic faith when Henry VIII sought and did not receive annulment 
of his marriage. It was not long after this separation that the English justified their 
oppression of the Irish by the denigration of the religion to which they used to belong. That 
the Irish enjoyed Catholic forms of Christianity and organized themselves in communal 
economic relations were a shock to the English who professed a Protestantism that 
sanctions the divine right to individual wealth and equates poverty with devilishness 
and damnation. 
From the standpoint of English cultural values, Irish utilization of the land was a 
monstrous waste; the rich soil that their animals trampled could be put to better 
use cultivating grains, vegetables, and other goods to be marketed abroad and 
in expanding urban centers. Moreover, the younger sons of English gentlemen 
who had no hopes of inheriting paternal lands could earn their fortunes from 
great estates that would be established in Ireland with the aid of Irish labor. 
Yet all attempts to force Irishmen to settle on the land were rebuffed. When the 
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English met their intransigence by confiscating and destroying their cattle, the 
Irish fled into the forests and let it be known that they preferred starvation to life 
as forced laborers on English farms (Smedley 2007: 59).
Of course, not all English agreed with this plan – social relations are always contested. 
Since Irish conquest was achieved by settlement, repatriated Englishmen and -women 
encountered new ways of living, and many found those ways attractive. Some chose 
to assimilate to Irish culture; and in the nascent racial commonsense these cultural 
converts were considered degenerates. Racial sanctions are then developed as well. 
New laws against such mixing were enacted; and the 1367 Statutes of Kilkenny made 
it punishable for English persons to trade with the Irish, intermarry with them, wear Irish 
dress or hairstyles, speak the Irish language, and they even “outlawed Irish games, 
poetry, and music, apparently under the assumption that these cultural features were 
too seductive for young Englishmen to resist. These prohibitions and others stayed in 
effect until the seventeenth century” (Smedley 2007: 55-56).
The English experience with Irish persons on Irish lands, in hindsight, was a precursor 
to the atrocities they inflicted on those who lived and loved in North America, Africa, The 
Caribbean, and in the South Asian peninsula (the other English colonial projects). But 
from the perspective of the times, the Irish experiment was all new. The English tried 
as they might to force the Irish to change their lifestyles and submit to enslavement 
on plantations in agricultural operations that were more capitalist than communal, but 
they failed. The English responded to Irish resistance with a campaign of murder and 
propaganda about 
the unsuitability of the Irish for civilization. […] They cited Spanish practices 
of exterminating Indians not only as a justification for policies of killing Irish 
men, women and children but also as an appropriate solution for dealing with 
those who refused to be enslaved. In the English collective consciousness, ‘the 
savage’ was thus a kind of composite of these streams of negative ideas and 
images that flourished during a period of great social disorder, change, and 
unrest. The savage came to embody all of those repulsive characteristics that 
were contrary to English beliefs, habits, laws, and values. The imagery induced 
hatred for all things Irish, which persists among many English people right up to 
the present (Smedley 2007: 63-64). 
The English planned a plantation system to be run with permanently forced labor from 
their supposedly savage inferiors, the Irish. They believed the Irish to be “heathen” 
despite their being Christians – according to the English, the Irish communal and 
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pastoral lifestyle was proof enough that Catholics were insufficiently pious to be 
anything but heathens, and worse, they were sure “that the only way to bring them 
under some form of civilized control was to enslave them. Indeed, Irish people 
formed the bulk of the servile peoples who were eventually transferred to the New 
World English plantations during the seventeenth century” (Smedley 2007: 63). In 
Ireland, as Edward Burke wrote in 1792, “Roman Catholics were obliged to submit to 
[Protestant, VBT] plebeians like themselves, and many of them tradesmen, servants, 
and otherwise inferior to some of them […] exercising upon them, daily and hourly, an 
insulting and vexatious ‘superiority’”(Allen 1998: paragraph 28). At the hands of the 
English, the Irish experienced forced colonization to “settle the Irish problem once and 
for all” that meant regular killings of women and children, enslavement, being driven 
off their land; and destruction of their cattle, “their primary form of wealth” (Smedley 
2007:60). “Extermination became a policy. Massacres were carried out. Prisoners of 
war were transported to servitude in the new English colonies in the West Indies” 
(Smedley 2007:61, quoting Liggio 1976:28). To the ire of the English, their project 
for Irish enslavement/plantation/colonization ultimately failed to hold. The ideology of 
colonial racism endured for the Irish (Hickman 1995); further, the English moved on 
with other far-reaching attempts to subjugate others for profit, and their belief that they 
had a God-given right to do so – even if that included the murder of men, women, and 
children – would carry on.
When the English migrated to North America in their second colonization project, they 
brought with them their contemptible views of the Irish as inferiors. The belief in human 
inferiority cemented previously was transposed on the local “Indian” populations in 
North America where a new round of merchant capitalism fueled new attempts at 
enslavement, the replacement of communal customs of survival with plantation 
production, and a reinvigorated logic of hierarchy of persons. In the initial phases of 
paradigm shift, only the racial categories had changed when the label “Indian” was 
added to the “ethnic” or “minority” groups that make up the nascent nation. 
The Europeans that colonized North America were Northern Europeans who had 
unsophisticated understandings of the other human beings with whom they shared 
the planet. By contrast, Southern Europeans had encountered and intermingled with 
diverse populations and were therefore more sophisticated about the range of human 
variety in the Old World. When Northern Europeans began to encounter human 
physical and cultural differences, they were wholly underprepared (Smedley 2007). 
This is one reason why the English, Dutch, and German variants of North American 
racialization enterprises differ so greatly from those of the Spanish and Portuguese 
(Smedley 2007).
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Even as they began to come up against human differentiation, Northern European 
societies were themselves transforming. The feudal organization of social and 
economic life waned, wage labor gained prevalence, and money began to dominate 
exchange. Opportunities for acquiring wealth through merchant capitalism increased, 
a philosophy of possessive individualism and a market mentality gained prominence, 
and these occurred in England well before the rest of Western Europe (Smedley 2007). 
These socioeconomic changes displaced people from the land and created a class 
of jobless poor who degenerated to begging in the streets; they became a class that 
was punished for their poverty and forced to work in systems of indentured servitude 
(Smedley 2007; Allen 1994). Conversely, property ownership eventually became so 
valued as to be equated with the fundamentals of religious Protestantism. These ideas 
about poverty, property, and servitude helped to formulate Northern Europeans’ racial 
thinking and the forms of oppression they imposed on those they (later) decided were 
racially beneath them.5
Initial contacts with native Americans were not full of racial prejudices, however. 
Englishmen and cousins John Hawkins and Francis Drake, although involved in plunder 
and kidnapping in African villages and the trading of African and Native American 
slaves, showed no obvious racial prejudice in these dealings with native populations. 
Other English explorers (like Walter Raleigh, ca. 1552-1618) plundered from the 
Indians, Africans, and Spanish alike, i.e., they did not single out native peoples for 
especially heinous treatment. At the time the English neither made reference to race 
when justifying their equal opportunity pillaging, nor did they consider either of these 
ethnicities to be racially charged in the extreme. 
Early contacts with the Native Americans were marked by altruism – the Europeans 
were welcomed, fed each day, and were generally aided by the natives; settlers were 
taught survival skills and encouraged to trade. It was only later, “when some of the 
English colonists began to help themselves to food in the fields and in storage areas, 
to cross into Indian lands that were not open to them, and to generally ignore Indian 
rights and customs, [that] the latter began to withdraw support. Many even decided to 
flee from the strange ingrates who made such arrogant demands of them” (Smedley 
2007: 77). The European settlers’ gratitude devolved into wariness for they distrusted 
the motivations of those who helped them survive, and it is then that racialized thinking 
becomes applied to native groups. When Europeans are newcomers in need of Indian 
5 “Their ideologies about individualism and accumulating property guided their assault on foreign lands 
and their treatment of the indigenous peoples of the New World. These ideologies also helped to 
determine the kind of slavery that evolved in North America. Possessive individualism and the near 
sacredness of property and property rights in seventeenth-century English culture facilitated the 
transformation of Africans into slave property and their concomitant demotion to nonhuman forms of 
being” (Smedley 2007: 52).
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services, Indians are seen as ignorant and primitive; when their land and goods are 
desired in a context of conquest, the Indian becomes the “savage” of the New World for 
whom no defense from aggression, subjugation, and enslavement should be allowed. 
The natives’ communal behavior is condemned in ways similar to the Irish before them, 
but even those Indians who assimilate and convert to Protestant ways of life are not 
spared. 
Here again, as happened in Ireland, some Europeans joined communities of colonized 
peoples; it is even suspected that some of the early European settlements in North 
America that seemed to disappear with no trace actually may have been absorbed by 
Indian societies; it was clear that many English who were captured by Indians preferred 
the lifestyle of their new culture (Smedley 2007: 77, 89). But neither in this instance 
would the English in power understand nor remain indifferent to these cultural converts; 
the racial commonsense of the day was constructed to disallow such acceptance. 
Their explanation for white attraction to Indian life had to be because they all cavort 
with Satan. Neither the evidence of Indian assistance to the English settlements, nor 
Indian conversion to English lifestyles, nor the repeated protests of captured whites 
who refused to stay with the English once offered “rescue” showed the English that the 
Indian could be worthy of the rights to land nor to freedom to use that land according 
to their own choice of lifestyle. Indeed, Indian communal regimes, the diversity of 
Indian nations, predilections to nudity and polygamy, and a general refusal to convert 
to Protestantism and “civilized” ways, were all considered proof that they were savage, 
as savage as were the “wild Irish” before them. It is well known that racial sanction in 
this period went to genocidal extremes. 
The English subjugation of Africans in North America is the third iteration in the creation 
of the U.S. racial paradigm. Since my purpose is to derive the origins and trace the 
development of the U.S. racial paradigm, here I focus only on summarizing the changes 
involving incorporation of African bodies into North America and its shifting racial 
paradigm (setting aside the British colonial enterprises that subjugated African and 
Indian-subcontinent peoples in other parts of the globe). First, a new racial category 
evolved, as Africans were slowly, over time, and in contested ways, forced to descend 
into racial enslavement; (The “African” as a concept is also invented, for the masses of 
people shipped as chattel from the West coast of the continent did not think themselves 
united in any particular ways, except in the ways of subjugation; see Gomez 2004.) In 
the earliest years of the creation of blackness, Africans’ physical differences were not 
given as the reason for their descent into lifelong enslavement. The reasons for African 
inferiority were the same as for “Indian” and for the Irish: savagery, and non-Puritanism, 
and by this time, “many colonists of the seventeenth century believe, or vindicated their 
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actions with the belief, that enslavement was a major step toward saving the souls of 
the Africans” (Parent 2003: 109).
In 1640, the first Virginia law demarking difference between black and white rights 
prohibited blacks from bearing arms; and soon, lifetime enslavement became the fate 
of the black man, woman, and child. Discriminatory treatment was allotted to those men 
and women whose love caused them to cross the color line into sexual affairs; a 1691 
law in Virginia ordered a fine (and five years bondage if it remained unpaid) for a white 
woman who birthed a biracial child and interracial marriage was prohibited altogether. 
Since neither black women nor the black men to whom they may be attached have 
right of self-defense, punishments for white men who sexually violated black women 
made no sense. Blacks who had been able to resist slavery because they had adopted 
Christianity, or because they could claim free white paternity, over time lost their rights 
to freedom. “Lawmakers [and readers of the law] were beginning to see blacks as 
a people apart” (Parent 2003: 116). Africans were not enslaved because they were 
black; they were made black because they were made slaves. Thus, it is only after that 
descent was completed that they were designated “black”, the new nadir of the racial 
hierarchy.
In the evolving racial hierarchy that had already begun to travel the globe, the Irish is 
deemed a savage, a beast with a wild animal nature (i.e., the “wild Irish”), whose nation 
need not be recognized. The evolution continues, and Irish racialization gives way to 
racialization of the “Indian” (the name bequeathed them by a geographically disoriented 
Columbus), who are deemed to deserve natural but not civil rights any white man need 
recognize. As happened with the Irish, the North American Indian is deemed heathen, 
the unenlightened person of an unrecognized religion who lacks morals and principles. 
These racializing ideas and ideals are later applied to the “negro”  - but racialization 
is now complete:  as negroes are enslaved they are stripped of their humanity, which 
merits no rights at all, and recognizes no nation of birth, but only recognizes that which 
is “black”, inhuman chattel. 
The social theorist Max Weber wrote that Protestantism is the key to the success of 
the English enterprise in North America and central to the way they viewed the world, 
for it was a marrying of modern capitalism (“the rational organization of formally free 
labour”) and Protestantism (the idea that one might be driven to accumulate wealth, 
but at the same time have little interest in the “worldly pleasures it can purchase”) 
which brought about a great self-discipline among the colonizers (Giddens 1976: 3-4). 
Anthropologist Audrey Smedley thinks little of this idea, and instead argues that the 
New World invaders actually chose capitalism over religiosity and piousness. English 
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Protestant religiosity became a source of protection and comfort when used to identify 
friend (Protestants) and foe (others – including other Christians) in Europe but was 
hardly a driving force of their action. When Protestantism was evoked in intergroup 
relations, it was used mainly to make excuses for brutalizing of others.6 In fact, the racial 
thinking of the day took Protestant religiosity (and the delineation between heathen and 
savage) and added to it the Spanish belief in the heritability of social status.7 (Note that 
the term “ethnicity” is in its origins synonymous with “heathen.”) Together, religion and 
blood created a heritable racial character, and the lore about the tainted races were 
plastered on any enemy in order to downgrade them from fully valued human status. 
Continually contested at the national and local levels, the bottom category changes 
and reshapes – here the racial pariah being those who are “red” and there being those 
“black,” and so on Smedley 2007; Davis 2001; Almaguer 2008). In 1908 the Louisiana 
Supreme Court first declared that, “there are no negroes who are not persons of color; 
but there are persons of color who are not negroes” (Dominguez 1986: 30). But then 
in 1910 changed its ruling to nearly equate the terms (persons of color and negroes) in 
order to fully ban the intermixing of blood (through miscegenation), 8 one of many steps 
made to solidify the racial binary in the U.S. between whites and others. This act not 
only had great historical significance, but indicates the permanence of the dominance 
of racial thinking in American life. After all, 
people of non-Caucasian, non-Negro ancestry had been labeled persons of 
color through out the nineteenth century. But to continue to call them persons of 
color in the twentieth century would mean that [all such persons, formerly non-
negroes included] would assume all legal disabilities intended only for those 
with African ancestry. The relabeling of Indians and Filipinos was part of the 
movement to clarify the intentions of anti-miscegenation statutes (Dominguez 
1986: 33-34, emphasis hers). 
6 “The possibility of adventure and profit attracted men and women away from familiar forms of social 
control, away from family, kinspeople, employers, patrons, friends, and clients, into interactions with 
alien merchants, adventurers, pirates, sailors, and other strangers. The frequent anonymity of these 
new interactions underscored the need for a familiar identity to which others could relate. With growing 
competition and protonationalistic conflicts among the various nations of Europe, the English, like 
other Europeans, often found it critical to establish political and/or commercial alliances predicated 
on religious affiliation. Thus, whether one was Catholic, Protestant, or some variant thereof was often 
the key not only to the identity of others but also to how they were to be treated” (Smedley 2007: 66).
7 The Spanish developed mechanisms for issuing “certificates of Limpieza de Sangre” and “elaborate 
tests for finding social genealogical connections” to prove one’s purity, as in free of Jewish or Moorish 
heritage (Smedley 2007: 69). Thus did blood become the site where – in North American thinking – 
racial character resides.
8 “Miscegenation” has roots in the Latin words miscére, meaning mix and genus, meaning race.
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Other laws follow – whereby white men deny their “mixed race” progeny the right 
to inherit. Thus, the net was cast to include all such “darker races” as inferiors to 
whites. By the time they were done, they had perfected race well enough that it was 
systematically imposed to denigrate all such “persons of color”. 
Difference is not immediately hierarchical – so racialized thinking is required to make 
hierarchy of difference. In three different historical settings (Ireland, and then North 
American encounters with native persons, and then again with Africans they capture 
and use as goods for trade) English colonizers chose markers that identified them 
as culturally different in order to place themselves in the superior position in the very 
first racial paradigm. They succeeded in uplifting themselves socioeconomically and 
defining as inferior their opponents in the colonial and enslavement enterprises. 
This model of differentiation and denigration/superiorization has been repeated over 
and over again on US soil (see Bashi Treitler 2013), and of course it may be found 
elsewhere around the globe.
Elements of this white supremacist paradigm were adapted to two of the most infamous 
racial regimes in recent history. The Nazi regime relied heavily upon the racial science 
developed by American eugenicists, not mainly to acquire scientific information but 
to garner support and quell opposition to their race policies, particularly because 
“Statements by non-German scientists were more credible than were those of German 
scientists, who were often regarded as mere puppets of the new regime”  (Kühl 2002: 
88). Adolf Hitler had written to thank Madison Grant (conservationist and eugenicist) 
for writing The Passing of the Great Race, stating that “the book was his Bible” (Kühl 
2002: 85).
Hitler’s personal correspondence with American eugenicists reveals both the 
influence that American eugenicists had on the highest figures of the Nazi regime 
and the crucial important that National Socialists placed on garnering support 
for their policies among foreign scientists. The Nazi government consistently 
relied upon the support of scientists to propagate their race policies both at 
home and abroad (Kühl 2002: 86). 
In turn, Nazis honored US scientists who produced such research, conferring upon 
several German honorary doctoral degrees. Similarly, the US and South Africa relied 
upon the colonial models developed by Britain, France and Germany to shape their 
own racial segregation policies (Nightingale 2012: 334). In fact, “the trans-oceanic trade 
in social Darwinist and eugenical ideas – most notably American eugenecists’ strong 
support for research on ‘racial hygiene’ in early Nazi Germany – was an important 
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source of inspiration to all three [i.e., US, German, and South African racial] systems” 
(Nightingale 2012: 334).
While the North American racial paradigm was not the first racial paradigm to be 
explicitly hierarchical,9 it is the first to make an unalterable Anglo whiteness supreme. 
Thus, this racial paradigm differs from others – like the Spanish variant – in expressly 
punishing intermixing in ways that both damn (in racial sanction) those who engage in 
it and (in hierarchical denigration) the offspring produced from such unions. It creates a 
divide between racial superiority and inferiority that lasts into subsequent generations. 
For this reason, it is particularly well suited to applications of strict segregation and 
even eugenic or genocidal action in its most nefarious forms.
4. Summary and Discussion: Merits of the Paradigmatic Analysis  
 of Racialization
Social constructionism is an approach to scientific inquiry that believes social phenomena 
“arise in specific times and places, in response to identifiable circumstances and needs, 
and they are passed on through processes that are readily observed” (Steinberg 2001: 
263). A social constructionist analysis was employed here, first, to analyze the creation 
and dissemination of the North American racial paradigm, and to demonstrate how 
the paradigmatic analysis of a racialization analysis can aid one in seeing how racial 
paradigms evolved and are readily translated into different parts of the globe and 
different historical moments. Using a paradigmatic analysis, we can see how categories 
are constructed and made hierarchical, and the rules for racial assignment, the 
commonsense understandings of racial assignment and proper behavior of racialized 
peoples, along with the sanctions for improper racial comportment are developed and 
deployed in different times and places. 
Racial hierarchy is at war with those who fight for equality. No one is born with racial 
commonsense, so there must be indoctrination processes for each new generation, 
and for those who continue to question even after indoctrination is presumed to have 
occurred. And the politiculture requires a power structure to run its machinery (in both 
its propaganda and its punishment forms); and power is always contested. Thus racial 
paradigms do face constant challenges. And further, because the scientific foundation of 
racial categorization is completely fallacious, the pseudoscience on which racialization 
is based must be continually reified.
9 Some credit the German Johann Blumenbach creating the first racial hierarchy. For example, see 
Gould 1994.
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Professors in the natural and social sciences who teach and do research on the 
social construction of race, the etymology of racial thought, and the injustice of racial 
inequality work to reeducate about the fallacies of race, and write scholarship continually 
disproving the legitimacy of the practice of categorization. Surely, dismantling racial 
commonsense is a necessary pathway toward struggling against the dominance of the 
reigning racial paradigm, but it is insufficient, for two reasons. 
Paradigms endure, first, because the progress of knowledge does not allow for new 
information to overturn the old. As Kuhn explains it,
Normal science, the activity in which most scientists inevitably spend almost all 
their time, is predicated on the assumption that the scientific community knows 
what the world is like. Much of the success of the enterprise [of science] derives 
from the [scientific] community’s willingness to defend that assumption, if 
necessary at considerable cost. Normal science, for example, often suppresses 
fundamental novelties because they are necessarily subversive of its basic 
commitments (Kuhn 1970: 5). 
Those scientists who live in a world where they believe race rightly exists are living 
with wholly different assumptions than those who do science under the assumption 
that race is a fallacy. Indeed, the two sides use frames wholly incommensurate with 
one another, meaning that scientists in each tradition “disagree as to what the facts 
are, and even as to the real problems to be addressed” (Marcum 2005: 82, quoting 
philosopher Shapere). 
Racial paradigms endure, too, because they involve so many parts that are all being 
reinforced; and there are a number of fronts on which we must fight. It is not enough 
to fight the categories and prove them false; nor is it enough to fight police brutality 
or other forms of state violence; nor can we rest when we teach parents to accept 
their offsprings’ cross-racial or -ethnic partnering; nor can we rest without driving- or 
shopping-while-black; for race has to be fought on many sides simultaneously. If we 
consider, for example, only the so-called War on Drugs – a sample of relevant fronts 
to be fought include unequal sentencing for drug-related crimes (sanction), the spread 
of falsehoods that blacks use drugs more than whites (commonsense), the idea that 
blacks are inherently prone to drug crime and that entire communities of black people 
are suspect by virtue of their inferiority (hierarchy), or even that there is such a thing as 
a racial “black” or “white” (category) (Jarecki 2013).
The obvious conclusion is that racial paradigms are inordinately difficult to vanquish. 
Humans have lived with the scourge of (the Anglo variant of) white supremacist thought 
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since its birth in the 15th century, and more than a century’s worth of science proving 
its falsity has not dislodged it from its high-ranking perch among our myriad options 
for social organization. But perhaps thinking in terms of a philosophy of paradigms 
can allow us to see why these falsehoods live on, and what might be the best plan for 
dismantling the paradigmatic frame on which they hang, such that we may replace it 
with a more humanist way of life.
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